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  Purposeful Innovation
 Peterbilt products and services incorporate leading technologies. By working with world-class supplier partners, Peterbilt leverages industry expertise to design and manufacture advanced vehicles, vehicle systems, powertrain components, hardware and software, all fully integrated to deliver outstanding performance and value.




    [image: Bluetooth signal emitting from a Peterbilt truck that is driving on a treelined highway] Connected Services
 SmartLINQ and its suite of connected services monitor your truck’s health and have the capability to send customized alerts and notifications to your designated support team, including the nearest Peterbilt dealership.
  


  [image: Peterbilt dash display showcasing the Following Distant Alert] Advanced Driver Assistance Tech
 We offer advanced driver assistance systems like Collision Mitigation, Lane Keeping Assist, Electronic SC, automatic traction control, advanced braking and superior visibility capabilities.
  




  
Individualized Solutions
 Peterbilt provides our customers an individualized solution to their unique business needs. Peterbilt achieves this customization through dedicated teams in Sales, Engineering, Manufacturing, Customer Service and Parts that are solely focused on ensuring maximum uptime and the lowest total cost of ownership. Our dealer network is an extension of this promise and is committed to supporting every customer with world-class, conveniently located facilities, a broad array of aftersales products and services, and highly trained technicians.




    [image: Beautiful image of the RX-40 tandem drive axle sitting on a silver showroom background] PACCAR Powertrain
 Advanced PACCAR Powertrains maximize your miles on the road and your payload. From the durable PACCAR MX-13 engine to the efficient TX-12 automated transmission and the RX-40 tandem drive axle, every component is engineered to work together seamlessly and reliably.
  


  [image: Four iconic Peterbilt grilles lined in formation, set against a moody blue sky] Dealer Network
 More than 425 North American Peterbilt dealerships deliver the highest level of service and support, keeping your trucks on the road generating more revenue and more profit for your business.
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  [image: Showcase of the alternative fuel system on a Peterbilt truck] Alternative Fuels
 Peterbilt’s wide range of alternative fuel solutions is proof of our commitment to purposeful innovation and environmentally friendly solutions. Peterbilt offers a full lineup of battery-electric vehicles, as well as diesel, compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) trucks.
  


  [image: Silver and chrome Peterbilt hauler working on a construction site] Built-to-Order
 From long haul applications, to refuse, pick-up and delivery and everything in-between, Peterbilt trucks are built to order with everything your business needs, and nothing it doesn’t. We can deliver your truck with the powertrain you want, the upfits you need and the color design you specify.
  




  
Enduring Craftsmanship
 Peterbilt manufactures the industry’s longest-lasting, highest-quality products. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities use the PACCAR Production System to ensure trucks are built “right the first time.” Our employees are proud of the work they do and employ the strictest quality standards to achieve industry-leading reliability and durability.




    [image: Dramatic image of the Peterbilt Model 589 set against a deep blue and gold sunset] Building on Our Success
 We continue to build trucks like the Model 379, which launched back in 1986. In 2006, we improved on its bare cab structure and large windshield with a more aerodynamically and fuel-efficient Model 389. We elevated it again with the Model 389X. Most recently, we added the legendary and iconic Peterbilt Model 589 to our lineup in 2023. It's how Peterbilt builds on the past to light the future. 
  


  [image: Peterbilt employees working at the Denton, Texas, plant] Peterbilt in Denton
 Peterbilt is a proud member of the Denton, Texas, community. Here, we support public and private partnerships, create local jobs, and support community relationships through industry leadership, ethical business practices and stewardship opportunities.
  




  
  Pride & Class   Every Peterbilt truck that rolls off the assembly line embodies the heritage of our brand that started with our first truck, the 1939 Model 334, which evolved to iconic status with the Model 359. Our evolution continues with inspired styling, high-quality materials and meticulous attention to detail. The results are pure legendary Peterbilt vehicles that possess distinctive styling that evolves the brand DNA, as well as a premium driver environment that is ergonomic and highly comfortable. 
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  A Brand Built to Last
 Since it was founded in 1939, Peterbilt has been at the top of the trucking industry, creating purpose-built vehicles that stand the test of time.
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 [image: Feature Image - 1939: Peterbilt Begins] 1939: Peterbilt Begins
 Following his years in the logging industry, T.A. Peterman brings his vision of improving the transportation industry to life, with the introduction of the chain-drive Model 260 and the dual-drive, lightweight Model 334, complete with an all-steel cab.








[image: Feature Image - 1939-1945: War Service] 1939-1945: War Service
 Peterbilt Model 364 is put into military service and is known as a dependable workhorse in the nation’s war effort.








[image: Feature Image - 1953: The Emergence of the Oval] 1953: The Emergence of the Oval
 A high demand for Peterbilt trucks nationwide called for a memorable logo. The Peterbilt oval remains an icon of quality still today.



[image: Feature Image - 1954: A Record Run] 1954: A Record Run
 Peterbilt introduces the Model 351, beginning the longest production run in company history.



[image: Feature Image - 1958: PACCAR and Peterbilt] 1958: PACCAR and Peterbilt
 Pacific Car & Foundry (PACCAR), originally a maker of railway and logging equipment, acquired Peterbilt, accelerating its growth into one of the largest commercial vehicle manufacturers worldwide.








[image: Feature Image - 1960s: Focus on Manufacturing & Craftsmanship] 1960s: Focus on Manufacturing & Craftsmanship
 Peterbilt pioneers the strong, lightweight aluminum cab on models such as the Model 352 with a 90-degree tilt UniLite cab.



[image: Feature Image - 1967: Welcome Model 359] 1967: Welcome Model 359
 The classic Model 359 hits the highway with supreme class and strength.



[image: Feature Image - 1960s: A Bird Takes Flight] 1960s: A Bird Takes Flight
 The Model 358 is the first Peterbilt to wear the bird hood ornament.








[image: Feature Image - 1970s: The Shape of Trucking is Oval] 1970s: The Shape of Trucking is Oval
 Peterbilt helps shape the trucking industry as a distinct part of American culture, and Pacific Car & Foundry is officially renamed “PACCAR Inc.”








[image: Feature Image - 1980: The Red Oval Moves to the Lone Star State] 1980: The Red Oval Moves to the Lone Star State
 The Peterbilt state-of-the-art manufacturing facility opens in Denton, Texas, paving the way for revolutionary new designs.



[image: Feature Image - 1980s: Aerodynamic Excellence. The Model 362] 1980s: Aerodynamic Excellence. The Model 362
 Showcasing aerodynamic efficiency, the Model 362 works to increase popularity of cab-over-engine tractors.



[image: Feature Image - 1986: Here Comes the Model 379] 1986: Here Comes the Model 379
 More than just the most popular owner-operated truck of all time, the Model 379 is still an enduring favorite on the show truck circuit.








[image: Feature Image - 1990s: Moving into Medium Duty] 1990s: Moving into Medium Duty
 Peterbilt makes an impressive entrance into the Medium Duty market with the Model 330.



[image: Feature Image - 1990s: The Formidable Model 387] 1990s: The Formidable Model 387
 The Model 387, now a part of the Peterbilt lineup, is the perfect combination of form and function.








[image: Feature Image - 2000s: Model 386 is Unveiled] 2000s: Model 386 is Unveiled
 The new Model 386 is the first product designated as environmentally friendly and fuel efficient by the EPA.



[image: Feature Image - 2000s: Introducing the Model 220] 2000s: Introducing the Model 220
 The low cab forward, versatile, comfortable and maneuverable Model 210/220 are available in the Medium Duty market.








[image: Feature Image - 2010: The MX Engine Roars] 2010: The MX Engine Roars
 The efficient, reliable and performance-driven PACCAR MX-13 is introduced, and a new PACCAR manufacturing facility is opened in Columbus, Mississippi.



[image: Feature Image - 2010: Sleeper Model 587] 2010: Sleeper Model 587
 Aerodynamic design takes a big step forward with the integrated cab-sleeper Model 587.








[image: Feature Image - 2012: Model 579 Hits the Highway] 2012: Model 579 Hits the Highway
 The “Class of the Highway Market” Model 579 delivers value through technological advancements.








[image: Feature Image - 2013: Meet the Vocation-Driven 567] 2013: Meet the Vocation-Driven 567
 Model 567 with a 2.1m cab provides more driver comfort and job versatility for the vocational market.








[image: Feature Image - 2015: MX-11 is Ready to Roll] 2015: MX-11 is Ready to Roll
 The MX-11 joins the MX-13 for the Peterbilt engine offerings. The MX-11 offers up to 430hp and 1,650 lb-ft of torque – ideal for vocational applications.








[image: Feature Image - 2016: Tradition Meets Modern Aerodynamic Design] 2016: Tradition Meets Modern Aerodynamic Design
 Modern aerodynamics and amenities are blended with the tradition of Peterbilt pride and class to produce the Model 567.



[image: Feature Image - 2016: The Industry Does a Double-Take. The PACCAR Tandem Axle] 2016: The Industry Does a Double-Take. The PACCAR Tandem Axle
 The 40,000-lb PACCAR Tandem Axle offers up to 1,650 lb-ft of torque and 150 lbs. of weight savings for superior fuel efficiency.








[image: Feature Image - 2017: PACCAR Power Evolution] 2017: PACCAR Power Evolution
 PACCAR completes the integrated powertrain with the PACCAR 12-speed automatic transmission – designed to maximize fuel efficiency, durability and drivability.








[image: Feature Image - 2018: The Model 579 Gets Ultra Comfy with UltraLoft] 2018: The Model 579 Gets Ultra Comfy with UltraLoft
 The new high-roof offers the ultimate in driving, living and working environment with a new level of comfort and class.








[image: Feature Image - 2019: 80-Year Anniversary] 2019: 80-Year Anniversary
 Peterbilt celebrates 80 years of purposeful innovation, enduring craftsmanship, individualized solutions, and pride and class. After 80+ years, Peterbilt is still the industry’s truck of choice.
















 News

 March 28, 2024 Peterbilt Delivers 520EVs to Municipality of Anchorage
 Peterbilt is pleased to announce the delivery of two zero emission Model 520EVs to the Municipality of Anchorage Department of Solid Waste Services (SWS) i...


March 26, 2024 Peterbilt Expands Alternative Fuel Solutions with New Cummins X15N Natural Gas Engine Now Available with Models 579, 567 & 520
 Peterbilt is pleased to announce the availability of the new Cummins X15N natural gas engine on the Models 579, 567 and 520 with orders scheduled for produ...


March 22, 2024 Peterbilt Introduces Model 589 Customization Options with Peterbilt Genuine Accessories
 Peterbilt announced the introduction of a full lineup of custom aftermarket exterior, interior and lighting Peterbilt Genuine Accessories designed exclusiv...
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 Peterbilt Corporate Office

     
        1700 Woodbrook Street

        Denton, TX 76205
        (940) 591-4000

 
 Be the first to know

  
 
    Sign up to receive exclusive updates and more via email from Peterbilt Motors Company. By submitting your contact details, you agree to receive marketing emails and commercial communications from Peterbilt. We do not share your data.
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